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1. Preface The policies of the Wales Tourist Board are underpinned by a concern to sustain and promote Welsh culture, language and heritage, to protect and enhance the physical environment of Wales, and to ensure the economic and social well-being of the host community. Against this background, the Board invited the European Centre for Traditional and Regional Cultures to undertake an independent study of the socio-cultural and linguistic impact of tourism in and upon Wales. The commission was awarded following a competitive selection process; it began in January 1986 and culminated in he submission of the study team’s report to the Board in December 1987. The purpose of the study was to provide an objective and independent policy guidance, drawing upon research evidence gathered in Wales and from experience elsewhere. Recognising the interest, which this subject holds for many bodies and individuals within and beyond the industry, the Board has resolved to publish the consultants’ report in its entirety. This is being done at the earliest opportunity, in order that the Board’s own appraisal of the report may take account of the views expressed by others. Wales Tourist Board Brunel House 2 Fitzalan Road Cardiff CF2 1UY



2. Abstract This report is divided into five parts: Part One: sets out the study’s Terms of Reference, states its Aims and Objectives, and proceeds to explain the basic theoretical frame used for its work approach. Part Two: examines by means or desk research (or secondary data), the state of current knowledge internationally in this new field of tourism’s social, cultural and linguistic impacts, before proceeding to look at the general economic and social factors, which have shaped the character of Welsh culture. And upon which tourism later started to have its own social and other impacts. The history of tourism itself in Wales is summarily introduced. Part Three: sets out the detailed design of the research project and the basis of, and criteria for sampling explained, before the major empirical are conducted at three carefully selected site in Wales. Desk research relating to each of the three case study sites is undertaken before the empirical studies are conducted of samples of the resident and visitor populations. 1



Complementing the empirical work done in the field, a consultation process is undertaken in order to get the views of a very large number of bodies and interests – especially in the public and voluntary sectors. A review of media coverage and supplementary desk research is also undertaken. The legitimacy of all the research instruments used, their value, validity and limitations is discussed, and then the analysis and findings of all the results are set out. The key question of how changes attributable to the influence of tourism are separated out from changes caused by other factors is examined. The results separate out the evidence of socio-cultural benefits from costs or disbenefits. Based on the analysis and discussions of all findings, sets of conclusions are reached, before turning to the realm of policy. Part Four: addresses policies – both current policies and practices that affect life and culture. The study looks at how far and which types of policy and practice damage host language, social and cultural domains, and which may benefit them. In consequence findings are reached, and recommendations made (see Executive Summary) on the types of policy that minimise social disbenefits and optimise the benefits. The recommendations suggest which parties/ agencies should or could take specific desirable actions within this realm. Part Five: comprises a Technical Supplement Volume, and includes the bibliography used, the questionnaires employed, key letters sent, and a range of the statistical table giving detailed outputs of the study.



3. Executive Summary Key Recommendations The Abstract has set out the detailed approach taken to research, and resultant conclusions and approach to policy. This executive summary therefore sets out key recommendations on how to determine policies that should optimise the linguistic, social and cultural impact of tourism, and minimise disbenefits to the people of Wales. 3.1 Promotion of tourism as an industrial sector – in ways that optimise social, cultural and linguistic aspects of Wales. There is an urgent need for the Wales Tourist Board (WTB) to get tourism recognised as an acceptable economic activity in the Welsh host community. In concert with other agencies the WTB should encourage Welsh awareness and participation in tourism provision at all levels. Consequently it is recommended that:



2



The WTB formulates a training and educational strategy – linking with education, development, planning, governmental and other tourism bodies – to clarify the skill required, job potentials, and career paths and ensure a) adequate education and training opportunities to cater (sic) for the demand; b) To better inform careers advisors in schools and colleges of the importance of tourism-related jobs; c) The provision of “workshops” for host communities to promote hospitality (inter-personal communication) skills and increase awareness of tourism; d) To use grant aid (from various agencies in the field) to positively discriminate in favour of responding to initiatives from local entrepreneurs – both social and commercial; e) That local authority planning practice be develop as an aid to development of “socially-compatible tourism”; f) That a clause be inserted in the proposed new Welsh Language Act giving language the same status as environmental conservation; g) The team endorses the recommendations in the report by the Select Committee on Welsh Affairs: “that Local Authorities co-ordinate tourism development by giving it greater recognition rather than being dealt with piecemeal by different departments. “that the Welsh Office co-ordinate the activities of the range of Welsh bodies in tourism and have one department charged solely with this responsibility.” 3.2 Marketing to Potential Visitors – Outside of Wales It is recommended: a) That the WTB should be given control of the overseas marketing of Wales, together with the resources for the task; b) That Wales be marketed as a distinct and different place, both externally and internally making use of the Welsh language and culture; c) That the WTB (in association with travel trade operators) issue a Wales Newsletter – targeted on particular interest groups; d) That the WTB explores the idea of developing marketing schemes to fit particular client groups with specialist hosts: •



an initiative in farm tourism with a strong image 3



•



an initiative in Welsh Tourism, a distinctive product – could link to Welsh language activity holidays and the like.



3.3 Visitor Handling – Within Wales It is recommended: a) That the WTB renames TICs (Tourism Information Centres) as “Welcome Centres” and develop them as cultural gateways into Wales; b) That workshops and short training courses be arranged for TIC staff, other WTB employees and other providers of tourism, to raise awareness of the significance of social, cultural and linguistic factors, increasing hospitality/ interpersonal communication skills, including interpersonal communication skills, and increase knowledge on local history, geography and activities; c) The increased use of video information points at the “Welcome Centres” to raise the profile of the Welsh language using visual differentiation, by colour and script. d) For the WTB, Welsh Arts Council and Cadw to jointly review shortcomings 3.4 Research and Development It is recommended: a) That the WTB appoints a Tourist Industry Training and Education Officer – to effect the above recommendations regarding short courses, workshops and the linkages with other parties in the tourism, educational, development, and governmental fields; b) That the WTB researches the changing profiles of tourists in the Welsh coastal report; c) That the WTB in collaboration with partners should initiate a cultural audit in Wales; d) That the WTB, in association with a commercial publisher, part sponsor a Welsh Tourism Textbook dealing with economic, social, cultural and environmental aspects of the field.



4. Contents Index Part 1: Introduction Chapter 1 1.1 Terms of Reference 1.2 Aims and Objective of Study 1.3 Summary of Theoretical Frame and Methodology 4



Part 2: The General Nature of Tourism’s Impact – The State of the Art Chapter 2 2.1 International Review – The World Wide State of Knowledge of Tourism’s Impact on Host Cultures, Societies and Languages 2.2 National Review– Socio-Cultural Change in Wales and the Factor of Tourism’s Impacts Part 3: The Projects and Methodologies Used in Wales Chapter 3 Design of the Project Chapter 4 Sampling in Wales and Technical Aspects Chapter 5 The Case Studies 5.1 Case Study 1 – Llanberis 5.2 Case Study 2 – Newcastle Emlyn 5.3 Case Study 3 – Rhondda 5.4 Findings from the Empirical Research Chapter 6 The Consultation Process Chapter 7 Discussions About the Ranges of Instruments Used, their Value and Limitations Part 4: Results and Conclusions Chapter 8 Tourism and Other Factors of Change 8.1 Criteria for Separating Tourism from Other Factors of Change, Generally and With Specific Reference in Wales 8.2 Findings From the Three Empirical Research Studies – Comparative Analysis 8.3 Evidence of Socio-Cultural Benefits 8.4 Evidence of Socio-Cultural Disbenefits Chapter 9 Analysis and Discussion of All Findings – Towards Conclusions Chapter 10 Conclusions 10.1 Conclusions From the Empirical Studies (in Wales) 10.2 Conclusions From Desk Research and Consultative Process 10.3 Conclusions About Tourism Policies and Practice in Wales.info 10.4 Limitations and Strengths Part 5: Policies Chapter 11 11.1 Review of Current Policies and Practices 11.2 Policy Implications of the Research Team’s Findings 11.3 Policy Recommendations for the Future a) Introduction 5



b) Policy Recommendations for the Future to the WTB and Other Public Sector Tourism Bodies c) General Tourism Practices and Policies in Wales d) Recommendations to Other Bodies
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5. Study Team Study Team Director and Editor: Prof Anthony S Travis



Study Team Simon Jeffs Alan D Jones Allan W Jones Arwel Jones



Mark V Jo Jenefer Lowe Stephen Nott Anthony S Travis



Site Interview Teams Llanberis



Newcastle Emlyn



Rhondda



Site Director: Arwel Jones



Site Director: Marc V Jones



Site Director: Alan D Jones



Aston Bridgemen Sian Wyn Hughes Carl May Eira Fon Parry Emyr Bryn Williams Meri RhianwenWilliams



Alun Davies Nans Davies Stuart Ewins Enfys Llwyd Mair Potter



Jacqui Cox Tracey Elwell Karen Parsons Madhulata Patel Rachel Smith Rhys Tucker



Pilot Interview Team Corwen Carl May Mary Pooke Stuart Ewins Alan Thomas The Vienna Centre – referred to in this report is the European Co-ordination Centre for Research and Documentation in Social Sciences, created in 1963. The Vienna Centre aims to stimulate international comparative research in the social sciences, principally in Europe, on order to strengthen international scientific co-operation. To this end the statutes foresee the balanced participation of European research institutions and researchers from countries of different political, economic and social systems. October 2017
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6. Full Archived Report (National Library of Wales) Title: Study of the Social, Cultural and Linguistic Impact of Tourism In and Upon Wales; A Report to the Wales Tourist Board by the European Centre for Traditional and Regional Cultures Llangollen, Clwyd, June 1988



Search Process 1. Go to: http://goo.gl/IzGkIL 2. Search for: Study of the Social, Cultural and Linguistic Impact 3. Default search: Everything 4. Select: “Title” from the drop-down menu 5. Follow the links to arrive at the following screen:
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